Mini-Com® Faceplate Frames and Inserts

**Specifications**

Faceplate frames shall be available in single and double gang versions and shall accept a variety of inserts. Executive design faceplate frames shall have a curved appearance and include labels and label covers. Classic design faceplate frames shall have a flush appearance and include color matched mounting screws. Inserts shall be available in sloped, sloped shuttered, and flat versions and accept all modules for increased design flexibility. Modules shall be accessible from the front for easy moves, adds, and changes.

**Technical Information**

**Mounting options:** Faceplate frames are compatible with wall board adapters (MWBA1 and MWBA-2G); single or double junction boxes; raceway mounting brackets.

**Packaging:** Executive series faceplate frames include two labels, two label covers; all faceplate frames include 1 in. long #6-32 slotted pan head screws with non-threaded lead point.

**Key Features and Benefits**

**Modular**
Faceplate frames accept all Panduit Inserts; inserts accept all Mini-Com® Modules for design flexibility.

**Front access**
Mini-Com® Modules are accessible from the front for easy moves, adds, and changes.

**Sloped versions**
Provide additional bend radius control to protect cable.

**Shuttered versions**
Integrated shuttered door keeps out dust and debris of unmated Mini-Com® Jack Modules.

**Identification**
Executive series faceplate frames can be clearly identified with labels; classic series faceplate frames can be clearly identified with optional adhesive labels; sloped shuttered version available with label option; Mini-Com® Modules can be clearly identified with optional icons.

**Applications**

The combination of faceplate frames and inserts provide the design flexibility when installing connectivity in single or double gang junction boxes, wallboard adapters, and raceway mounting brackets. A variety of inserts enable front access to connectivity for easy moves, adds, and changes. Sloped inserts are ideal for installations which require additional bend radius control and blank inserts allow for future growth. All inserts accept Mini-Com® Modules for copper, fiber, and audio/video applications.

---

Visit www.panduit.com for complete offering of copper, fiber, and audio/video modules.
Mini-Com® Faceplate Frames and Inserts

Executive Series Faceplate Frames

Classic Series Faceplate Frames

Inserts

1/2 Sloped Insert
1/2 Sloped, Shuttered with or without Labels
1/2 Blank Insert
1/3 Flat Insert
1/3 Blank Insert
2/3 Sloped Recessed

Dimensions are in inches (Dimensions in parenthesis are metric)
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